Put Some Money in the Kitty with Cats and Cash!
Now is the purr-fect time to play Cats and Cash! Join in the game show fun as you try and match 2, 3, 4 or 5 symbols from left to right, on any
winning line.

Play’n GO want you to have the purr-fect time playing classic slot Cats and Cashso it’s been upgraded for even more fun and entertainment.
This game show themed 5-reel slot has been a staple of the Play’n GO library since it’s release in 2012 and now it’s getting a whole new
breath of life in 2018. The converting of the game from Flash to the internet’s most current format for media, HTML5, means it will be
compatible with a whole new generation of devices and browsers. Bringing both sharper graphics and richer sound to the game and an overall
rejuvenated feel to the gameplay.
For those unfamiliar with the game, Cats and Cash is a game show themed 5-reel slot boasting fifteen paylines and two, exciting bonus
features; Wheel of Fortune and Pick-a-Gift. You can either spin the wheel or pick a box to top up your winnings meaning that you get plenty of
chances to put some money in the kitty.
After recently being crowned Slot Provider of the Year at the EGR B2B Awards, CEO Johan Törnqvist believes it’s important to maintain the
company’s historical offerings as well as creating new titles for the industry to enjoy.
“Slot Provider of the Year is a major recognition for us as a company and it shows us, and the industry, that we are a company heading in the
right direction. I believe that part of the reason that we won this award is not only because of the new innovations that we are releasing, but
also because we are making sure our partners, and their players, can continue to supply and enjoy all their favourite games, past and
present. It’s important to look forward, but we don’t want to leave too much behind.”
For more information, please contact us at Play'n GO
Play’n GO is an award-winning supplier of high quality gaming content to many of the world’s leading casino brands. Their genuine omnichannel solution can be tailored to suit the needs of individual online and land-based partners, regardless of geographical, regulatory, or
market-specific requirements. Their games are developed in HTML5 to provide an enhanced user experience on all devices and operating
systems. They are complemented by superior back-office administration tools which provide expansive reporting and marketing capabilities,
ensuring operators are equipped to provide the ultimate gaming experience. The supplier’s extensive portfolio was recently recognised by the
award of the EGR Slot Provider of the Year 2018 title. For more information about Play’n GO, who have offices in Sweden, Malta, Hungary, and
the UK, please visit http://www.playngo.com.

